Delta Paige
Designed by Betty New
Featuring the Essex Flannel Collection by
Size: 84 1/2” x 84 1/2”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt

WINDHAM FABRICS
812 Jersey Ave ~ Jersey City, NJ 07310 ~ 201.659.0444 ~ FAX: 201.659.9719
www.windhamfabrics.com ~ email: retail@windhamfabrics.com
Fabric Requirements:

Fabric Yardage
36413-1 Blue Floral  2 + ¼ yards
36413-2 Brown Floral  ¾ yards
36414-1 Blue Paisley  ½ yards
36414-3 Red Paisley  ¼ yards
36415-4 Tan Plaid  1 + ¼ yards
36416-2 Brown Print  2 yards (includes binding)
36417-3 Red Floral  5/8 yards
36417-5 Beige Floral  5/8 yards
36418-1 Blue Solid  ½ yards
36418-2 Brown Solid  1 + ½ yards
36418-3 Red Solid  ¾ yards
36418-5 Beige Solid  ½ yards
Backing  6 yards

Special Instructions:

- Press and starch fabric before cutting to ensure more accurate cutting. Prewashing all fabric is recommended.
- All seams are one-fourth inch.
- The Half Square Triangle blocks are oversized and then trimmed to exact size after sewing.
- EXTRA TOOLS NEEDED
  - Square Rulers: 8 ½”, 6 ½”, and 4 ½” for trimming HST to exact size.
Making Half Square Triangles (HST)
For each Half Square Triangle unit, use two squares cut to the size indicated in the directions to follow. Place two fabrics with right sides together. Draw a diagonal line on one of the squares. Stitch ¼" away from both sides of the diagonal line, cut along the drawn diagonal line, and press seams toward the darker fabric. Use a square ruler indicated in the directions and trim the block to the exact size of 4 ½", 6 ½", or 8 ½".

Center Half Square Triangle Blocks--6 ½” X 6 ½”

A - Make 12  
B - Make 12  
C - Make 16  
D - Make 12  
E - Make 8  
F - Make 4

Block A: Make 12 using preceding instructions for making Half Square Triangles. After sewing each unit, then trim each one to exactly 6 ½” using a 6 ½” square ruler. All following blocks are sewn in this manner.

36417-3 Red Floral: Cut six 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
36417-5 Beige Floral: Cut six 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”

Block B: Make 12
36413-2 Brown Floral: Cut six 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
36417-5 Beige Floral: Cut six 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”

Block C: Make 16
36413-2 Brown Floral: Cut eight 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
36418-5 Beige Solid: Cut eight 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”

Block D: Make 12
36414-1 Blue Paisley: Cut six 7 ¼”X 7 ¼”
36418-1 Blue Solid: Cut six 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”

Block E: Make 8
36417-3 Red Floral: Cut four 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
36418-3 Red Solid: Cut four 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”

Block F: Make 4
36414-3 Red Paisley: Cut two 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
36418-2 Brown Solid: Cut 2 7 ¼” X 7 ¼”
Following the diagram of the quilt, lay out the HST blocks in rows. Stitch rows of blocks together from left to right. Press seams in rows 1, 3, 5, and 7 to the left. Press seams in rows 2, 4, 6, and 8 to the right. Sew all rows together carefully matching the intersections. Pressing horizontal seams open helps seams to flatten. The center of the quilt should measure 48 ½” X 48 ½”.

**Border One and Three**

**36418-2 Brown solid:** Cut thirteen strips 2 ½” X Width of Fabric. Join strips end to end with a bias seam.

Measure the vertical center of the quilt and cut two strips that length. Attach one to the left side and one to the right side of the center of the quilt. Press seams toward the brown border. Measure the horizontal center of the quilt and cut two strips that length. Attach one strip to the top and one strip to the bottom of the quilt. Press seams toward the brown border.

**Border three will be attached in the same manner.**

**Border Two**

**36417-3 Red Floral:** Cut two 5 ¼” X 5 ¼”

**36418-2 Brown Solid:** Cut two 5 ¼” X 5 ¼”

**36415-4 Tan Plaid:** Cut seven 4 ½” X WOF

Use the red and brown squares to make the four HST for the corners of the border. Trim the units to exactly 4 ½” using a square ruler.

Join the plaid strips with a straight seam matching the plaid as closely as possible. Press the seams open. Measure the vertical and horizontal centers of the quilt and cut four plaid strips that length. Attach one strip to the left side of the quilt and one strip to the right side of the quilt. Press seams toward the plaid border.

Attach a HST unit to each end of the remaining plaid strips. Follow the diagram of the quilt for placement of the HST. Press seams inward toward the plaid border. Attach the borders to the top and bottom of the quilt. Press seams toward the plaid border.

**Border Three:** Use the remaining 2 ½” brown strips that were cut for border one, and attach in the same manner as border one.

**Border Four:**

**36415-4 Tan Plaid:** Cut two 9 ¼” X 9 ¼”

**36416-2 Brown Print:** Cut two 9 ¼” X 9 ¼”

**36413-1 Blue Floral:** Cut eight 8 ½” X WOF

Use the tan plaid and the brown print squares to make the four HST for the corners of the border. Trim the units to exactly 8 ½” using a square ruler.

Join the blue floral strips end to end using a bias seam. Press seams open. Measure the vertical and horizontal center of the quilt and cut four strips that length. Attach one strip to the left side of the quilt and one strip to the right side of the quilt. Press seams toward the floral border.

Attach a HST unit to each end of the remaining floral strips. Follow the diagram of the quilt for placement of the HST. Press seams inward toward the floral border. Attach the borders to the top and bottom of the quilt. Press seams toward the floral border.
Border Five:
**36416-2 Brown Print:** Cut nine 3 ½” X WOF. Join strips end to end using a bias seam. Attach to the quilt in the same manner as border one and three.
**This border is cut wider than pictured to allow for trimming the quilt after the quilting is completed.**
The final width after trimming is about 2 ½”.

Finishing the Quilt:

**Backing:** 6 yards of chosen fabric
Cut two lengths at 2 ½” yards each. Remove the selvedges.
With the remaining yard, cut three 6” strips lengthwise of the fabric. Stitch the three strips end to end using a straight seam. Press seams to one side, and cut to be 2 ½ yards long. Use the small strip in the center attaching the wide pieces to each side. The backing should be about 90” square.

Layer the back, the batting, and the top of the quilt together and use your favorite basting method.
Quilt as desired. After quilting is complete, square the corners and trim the last brown border to 2 ½” wide.

**Binding:** 36416-2 Brown Print
Use the remaining brown print fabric to make approximately 360” of binding. Bias binding is recommended.

ENJOY!

For Questions about this quilt, please contact:
Betty New at: bettynew@comcast.net

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download other Free Projects.